INFORMATION SHEET

Erasmus code: HU BUDAPES37

Website: www.szfe.hu; information for exchange students: http://szfe.hu/en/incoming-exchange-students/

Head of Institution: László Upor, Vice-Rector for Educational and International Affairs - rektor@szfe.hu

International Coordinator dealing with incoming exchange students:
  • Mrs. Ildikó Kányá – kanya.ildiko@szfe.hu

Erasmus+ Institutional Coordinator dealing with outgoing exchange students:
  • Dr. Szilvia Zsákai – zsakai.szilvia@szfe.hu

1. Student nominations and applications must reach SZFE by:
   • Autumn term: 30 April
   • Spring term: 30 October

Required documents from the nominated student:
   • application sheet (you can find attached)
   • CV
   • one art work (production, exam work, etc.)
   • a master or teacher recommendation

Student nominations and the application documents must be sent to the following e-mail address: kanya.ildiko@szfe.hu

2. Housing:

SZFE will guide incoming exchange students in finding accommodation, according to the requirements of the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education.

3. Language requirements:

There is not a minimum level of Hungarian language formally required, but since most of the courses are in Hungarian it is strongly advisable that the students have a minimum knowledge of the language (A2). It is also recommended a B1 level for courses taught in English.